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Abstract 
This group project aims to investigate the possibility of constructing a 

prototype micro-CT-scanner, hopefully furthering the advancement in 

the field of small CT-scanners, with the ultimate goal to provide a struc-

ture useable in an ambulance, to scan and send images to the hospital, so 

that treatment can commence directly upon arrival.  

This report deals with the matter of reconstructing the taken images to 

construct a three-dimensional model of the scanned object. An algorithm 

is developed in a manner understandable to those not familiar with tra-

ditional reconstruction techniques, simplifying the understanding of CT 

backprojection while also providing a useful algorithm to use along with 

the scanner setup. The working principles of the reconstruction algorithm 

are explained along with its development process, and the project ends 

with clear results in the form of an “Adaptive Backprojection” algorithm. 

 

Keywords: CT, Computed Tomography, Backprojection, Reconstruction, 3D, 

Adaptive Backprojection, Algorithm 
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Introduction 
1.1 Background and problem motivation 

Since the beginning of time, humans have been followed by injury and 

disease. For the vast majority of the time in which mankind has existed, 

the only way to find out how the internal organs and their injuries 

actually look, has been through crude tools used to slice people open. 

This is, naturally, a very imprecise way of study since internal organs 

are easily damaged. Furthermore, cutting organs into slices to study 

them is limited to a certain thickness, and it could also be difficult to re-

imagine the internal structure based on the study of individual slices. 

This dilemma gave rise to the invention of so-called Computed 

Tomography scanning, or CT-scanning. CT-scanning is the art of using 

x-rays to bombard an object, and based on attenuation, determine its 

inner structure. CT-scanners have traditionally always been large, 

bulky, stationary and very expensive.  

Thus, this group project aims to develop a CT scanner setup with the 

capability to be mounted within an ambulance, so that scanning can be 

done on the way to the hospital, and thus treatment can commence 

directly upon arrival. This would save time and lives in the medical 

world and such a device would undoubtedly be useful. 

 

A popular reconstruction algorithm used to reconstruct the data from a 

CT scan is called Filtered Back Projection, or FBP for short. This 

algorithm employs a filter and a backprojected image to retrieve the 

data in the scan.  

This method generally uses complex transforms to perform 

reconstruction, and these transforms are often difficult to understand for 

people not familiar with them. This report aims to investigate the 

possibility of developing an algorithm to perform backprojection 

reconstruction without the aid of transforms. 

1.2 General problem formulation 

This project aims to provide a useful algorithm for CT reconstruction to 

be used with a small and portable scanner. Comparisons between 

various alternatives in the reconstruction algorithm will be made and 

regarding accuracy and computation speed, one algorithm will be 

written to be used for 3D reconstruction.  

1.3 Project limits 

The project will be limited to the study of pre-existing work in the field 
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of backprojection without transforms, the construction of one, and an 

analysis of its usefulness. 

Other reconstruction algorithms such as Iterative reconstruction and 

Fourier Reconstruction will not be considered as they are less utilized in 

most commercial CT scanners and thus have less relevance for use in the 

field of CT in general. 

The filter to improve image quality before the reconstruction process 

will not be constructed as its optimum values will be provided 

externally.  

The basic conclusions of the report will be generally valid for all CT 

scanning systems in which easy understanding of the process is of large 

importance.  

1.4 Specific problem formulation 

This project aims to investigate whether or not it is possible to construct 

a reconstruction algorithm for a CT scanner without the use of 

transforms, to enable more people to understand how reconstruction of 

CT images, with the use of backprojection, works. The algorithm should 

be able to reconstruct a 3D image of the internal structure of an object 

scanned with the CT scanner. The goal is that the written algorithm, in 

combination with the externally provided filter, should be useful for use 

in a small and portable scanner with access to a moderately fast, modern 

computer, whilst still not using computed transforms. 

1.5 Overview 

Chapter 2 describes the theory needed to understand the work done 

later in the report. 

Chapter 3 explains the method of work, so that the reader can under-

stand how decisions are made during the construction of the project. 

Chapter 4 describes the construction of all components necessary to 

reach similar results as the ones presented in chapter 5. 

Chapter 5 describes the results of the research and the work in the pro-

ject. 

Chapter 6 discusses the results and compares the results with the expec-

tations set in the problem formulations and the construction chapter. 

1.6 Contributions from the author 

This report and its research is a part of a larger project performed by the 

author and colleagues Cameron Muir, and Julian Kaßmann. Cameron 
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has constructed the control software for the CT setup as well as the filter 

for the images, and Julian has constructed a different CT reconstruction 

algorithm than the one described in this report. 

The vast majority of the work in this report has been done by the author. 

The reconstruction algorithm and the rotation correction algorithm have 

both been written without the use of external sources or colleagues.  

The construction of the CT scanner setup has been done together with 

the group colleagues, together with the image acquisition. 
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2 Theory 
2.1 Computed Tomography 

“A technique in which X-ray images taken from different angles are 

computationally integrated to produce a three-dimensional image. 

Whole-body CT scanning is becoming increasingly useful as the resolu-

tion improves with greater computing power available.”[1]  
 

Computed tomography is a useful tool for doctors and others in the 

medical field of work, as it enables its user to view the internal structure 

of an object. For an example, if a person has broken an arm, the use of 

CT can enable a doctor to see whether or not any major blood vessels 

have been severed by the possibly sharp bone fragments. 
 

Computed tomography typically consists of four parts: The X-ray 

source, a detector, a device to move either the source and detector, and a 

computer with a reconstruction algorithm. This report will only briefly 

introduce what the first three parts do, but explain a bit more about re-

construction. 

2.2 X-rays 

X-ray is the term most commonly used to describe light with a wave-

length of less than 10 nanometers. They are attenuated heavily by bone 

structures but can pass through flesh, rendering them useful for medical 

imaging. They are produced by heated gases, like those found within 

galaxy clusters. [2] 

As X-rays are indeed electromagnetic radiation, they could theoretically 

have health implications. The ionizing property of the radiation dose in-

duced in the human body could cause either cancer or genetic effects, 

although there is no evidence of these effects in any human studies to 

this date. [3] 

2.3 X-ray source 

An X-ray source produces X-rays using an X-ray tube. This happens 

when excited electrons, emitted in the tube from its cathode, are acceler-

ated and focused so as it will hit the anode of the tube[4]. The X-rays 

generated using this X-ray tube are focused using a focusing electrode 

controlled with a high voltage[5], in order to focus the beam in the cor-

rect direction to render it useful for tissue imaging.  

As the X-ray source used for this project does not operate in comparison 

with a laser(which focuses all light in the same direction thanks to its co-

herent properties[6]), the electromagnetic waves will scatter and thus 
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the output of the X-ray source has the shape of a cone. This is called a 

cone beam, and as opposed to parallel-beam, cone-beam imaging re-

quires that the equations in the CT reconstruction take into considera-

tion the position of the source, and the distance and angle it has relative 

to the object and the detector. 

2.4 X-ray detector 

An X-ray detector is a device capable of detecting the energy levels of in-

coming radiation in the span of frequencies which are called X-rays(less 

than 10 nm as previously stated). The most common X-ray detectors uti-

lize the ionizing characteristic of an X-ray, which means that incoming 

radiation will knock off electrons from the material in the detector, gen-

erating a current. This current can then be measured and used to deter-

mine the energy levels of the incoming X-rays. [7] 

Timepix 
The X-ray detector used in this project is the Timepix chip, developed by 

CERN for the Medipix2 Collaboration, is a 14x14 mm, 256x256 pixel 

CMOS detector, useful for a wide range of areas including Astrophysics, 

Life Sciences, and Various X-ray and gamma-ray imaging applications. 

This chip is an evolution of the Medipix2 chip, which in turn is the re-

sult of the Medipix2 Collaboration, where the aim was to develop a sin-

gle photon counting pixel detector readout chip. [8] 
 

On account of the small size of the chip, its relative low cost, and the ap-

plication, the Timepix chip is suitable for use in this project as it will 

only deal with microtomography, where the observed objects fit within 

the boundaries of the detector. Since the detector is also lightweight, it 

can be easily moved and set up on another location, should the need to 

move the detector arise.  

 

2.5 Reconstruction Algorithms 

In CT, the images acquired using the X-ray detector are a single projec-

tion of one aspect of the viewed object. The data in such a projection is 

insufficient for three-dimensional reconstruction, and thus, more projec-

tions are needed from several aspect angles in order to reconstruct an 

accurate 3D reconstruction of the internal structure in the object. 
 

Universal to any reconstruction algorithm is the need for the sample im-

ages to have their rotation axis centered, so that the object does not 

move laterally between the different angles of the reconstruction pro-
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cess. As a result of the relative difficulty of making a setup where the ro-

tation axis is exactly centered, there will always be a need for this kind 

of algorithm. If the object moves, even just by a few pixels, the points in 

the 3D volume will not be consistent throughout the reconstruction pro-

cess and this will in turn cause the final model to be distorted and have 

artifacts. An algorithm must then be constructed to analyze the lateral 

movement in the picture and compensate for this error. 
 

In order to calculate the true center of the rotation axis, the edges are de-

tected and  

(maximum edge - minimum edge)/2 + minimum edge 

is integer rounded to give the center for all projections. From this point, 

two approaches can be taken. The first approach involves calculating a 

sinusoidal curve fitted to the curve of movement in the detected edges, 

and correcting the image using the sine function. The other approach in-

volves using the raw edge detection data to correct the offset in the im-

ages. In theory, the first approach should make for a smoother correc-

tion as it is a natural sine curve, whereas the second approach should 

have higher accuracy as it corrects every image based on its individual 

calculated pixel offset. 

In approach 1, the following is calculated 

𝑁𝑖 ∗ 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 (|𝑠𝑖𝑛
−1(𝑥𝑒1) ∗ (

𝑁𝑖

2𝜋
)|) − 1 

to provide the correct phase shift for the correction algorithm, where 𝑁𝑖 

is the amount of images in the data set and 𝑥𝑒1 is the x position of the 

first edge detected. 

The image is then shifted 

−sin(
𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 + 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡

𝑁𝑖

2𝜋

) ∗
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
 

where move is an integer stepping from 1 to the amount of images in 

the projection, shift is the calculated phase shift, and E is the maximum 

and minimum edge values. 
 

In approach 2, the image is simply shifted  

center of image - x position of edge in first image 

steps. 
 

The edge detection algorithm used is the built-in algorithm available in 

Matlab’s Image Processing Toolbox[9]. The output of the edge detection 

is a binary image where the detected edges in the image are given as 

white and black 
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This algorithm has different methods of going about the edge detection, 

where the default method is the Sobel method. Which method is most 

suitable will be discovered in the results section.  
 

CT image reconstruction has two main categories: analytical reconstruc-

tion, and iterative reconstruction. 

2.6 Filtered backprojection 

The most widely employed analytical reconstruction method is called 

Filtered Backprojection[10], or FBP for short. This method consists of 

two primary functions, with one being the filter, and the other being the 

backprojection operator. 

Backprojection is the method of calculating the ray-sum of all intersect-

ing rays in any point in a projection, and given the rays from all angles 

in the point, the intensity in the point can be calculated.  

Filtered backprojection can incorporate a ramp filter, in order to give 

each frequency component the appropriate weight. This is due to the 

fact that components of low frequency tend to have a blur. The higher 

frequency components are thus enhanced, and since the edges are usu-

ally defined by the higher frequencies, they become more clearly de-

fined. On the other hand, noise is typically present in these frequencies 

as well, and thus a ramp filter will not suffice to remove the noise. A 

combined Ramp filter and low-pass filter reducing only the highest fre-

quencies will thus have the greatest positive effect on image clarity in 

the reconstructed image. [11] 
 

In their paper from 1984, L. A. Feldkamp, L. C. Davis, and J. W. Kress 

develop a “practical cone-beam algorithm”[12], which performs filtered 

backprojection on data from a cone-beam projection, and reconstructs 

the data in 3D.  

The algorithm developed by Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress, or FDK algo-

rithm, incorporates the use of the Radon transform, which is rewritten 

in the FDK algorithm to become a 2D convolution and backprojection 

formula called Fan-beam reconstruction. This 2D fan-beam reconstruc-

tion algorithm is then developed into a 3D cone-beam reconstruction al-

gorithm. 

The FDK algorithm uses the center of rotation in the image as the axis of 

rotation in the backprojection, and as a result, any deviations in the rota-

tion axis in respect to the image, will cause systematic errors in the re-

constructed 3D model. 
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2.7 The ray tracing algorithm and research 

This report includes investigating whether or not it is reasonably possi-

ble to construct a useful geometric algorithm for CT reconstruction. This 

geometric algorithm would use nothing but trigonometric functions to 

perform reconstruction. This involves methods of tracing an x-ray 

through the object at various angles and then reconstructing the inten-

sity given by all rays from all angles in one final 3D object.  
 

As there appears to be little to no research made about such algorithms, 

one will have to be constructed using knowledge of trigonometrics and 

MatLAB programming. The reason as to why there is no research about 

said algorithm technique remains to be seen, but perhaps it has been 

deemed as inefficient and thus not researched. 
 

 
Figure 1: How acquired images look in data sets, portrayed by 1 and 0 
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Figure 2: Backprojected data, Addition displays highpoints and structures of original image. 

 

The detector outputs values based on the attenuation of the x-rays, and 

displays data similar to that shown in figure 1, from several different an-

gles.  

The basic theory of the method proposed in this thesis is that each detec-

tor image provides one ray for each of the pixels in the detector, as is 

shown in figure 2. The rays are then traced back through the object, 

from the detector to the x-ray source. For each volumetric pixel, or 

voxel, that the ray intersects, the sum of the detector pixel is added. 

When the intensity of each pixel in the detector has been traced back 

through the voxel grid, the grid is rotated by the sample set degree step 

and the process is repeated. When the ray intersects a voxel, the rotation 

offset caused by the object is compensated to calculate the true position 

of the voxel. When all rotation steps have been completed, the total 

sums in all voxels is adjusted so that each voxel displays its correct 

value. 
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3 Method 
The project naturally has some limitations in its method, as the algo-

rithm that is to be developed needs some restraints in order to be useful 

for the intended purpose. Since the processing power will be limited in 

the computer used to run the algorithm, the algorithm cannot be too ad-

vanced so that it takes a long time to run. 

3.1 Choice of method 

In order to construct an algorithm not using the radon transform, dis-

crete ray tracing was considered. Ray tracing in discrete steps does not 

require any transforms and thus an algorithm can be developed using 

only trigonometric functions. The algorithm must be able to compensate 

for low contrast in the image to improve image quality. 

The algorithm output is then evaluated in terms of image clarity, pro-

cessing speed, and accuracy. 

The algorithm is written and tested in Matlab. All aspects of the algo-

rithm have been written without the use of external sources as no docu-

mentation of similar algorithms has been found. 
 

Universal to any reconstruction is the need for an algorithm to compen-

sate for the lateral movement in the sample images. Thus, one algorithm 

analyzing the movement of the object in the sample images and com-

pensating accordingly, is written. 
 

To test the usefulness of the algorithm, clear samples are needed. Sam-

ple images have been produced using an x-ray scanner setup. The scan-

ner was constructed in union with the other members of the group, and 

performed x-ray scans of two bugs and one operational amplifier. The 

accuracy of these scans is evaluated and compared with scans of another 

setup, to give the reconstruction algorithm better conditions to work 

well. Figure 3 displays an example of an x-ray projection, taken with the 

setup constructed in unison with this project. 
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Figure 3: An example of a sampled image portraying a bug. 

 

In the results, data sets of both the samples acquired by the x-ray setup 

configured in unison with this project, as well as the external data set of 

a snail, are compared. The snail images are acquired with the Timepix 2 

sensor. The primarily used data set for all comparisons is the snail data 

set, as it has higher image clarity and thus allows for a more just com-

parison of the internal components in the algorithm. 

3.2 Equipment used 

In the scanner setup, the sensor used was the Timepix 2 radiation detector.  

The motors used to align the setup was the Thorlabs 300mm Linear Trans-

lation stage, Thorlabs L490 Heavy Duty lab jack, Thorlabs NR360SP8 ro-

tation stage, as well as several Thorlabs L200 Mini lab jacks. 

The x-ray sources considered was the Feinfocus FXE-160.51, and the Mox-

tek Magpro 60kV. The group decided on using the Moxtek source. 
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3.3 Software used 

The software used in the scanning process was the Thorlabs APT, for 

control of the motors, the sensor software Pixelman, which controls the 

Timepix 2 chip and acquires the images, and the Matlab software, for 

validating the quality of the output images.  
 

Whilst developing the algorithm, the software used was Matlab. 
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4 Construction 
The project consists of several parts, in which some, the work has been 

done by others or in a group together with the author. 

 

The different parts of the project are the construction of the scanner, the 

imaging process, the filtering, and the reconstruction. 

4.1 Construction of the scanner 

The scanner, which is used to take X-ray images, is a vital part of the 

project. It is to be constructed using limited resources, whilst still main-

taining a useful degree of accuracy. The importance of the following 

part in this report rests entirely on the need for useful images being ac-

quired through the scanner, as images of poor quality will render the re-

construction algorithm useless. 

The scanner consists of three parts: The X-ray source, the rotating table, 

and the detector, which are all mounted onto a lead table with a grid of 

mounting holes, in a lead lined radiation safe room. The setup is visible 

in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: The CT scanner setup 

 

The X-ray source was initially planned to be the Feinfocus FXE-

160.51[13], which is a relatively large source, with its main benefit being 

its small focal spot, which is <2 µm. This source was, however, damaged 

at the time of the experiment taking place resulting in the use of a back-

up source. The other source available was the Moxtek Magpro 60kV X-

ray source[14], with this source having the main benefit of being very 

small. However, the Moxtek source has a very large focal spot, with it 

being 400µm in diameter. Despite Moxtek claiming that their source is 

“ideal for x-ray imaging applications”, the focal spot is simply too large 

to be ideal for the purpose of this experiment. This is due to the fact that 
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while imaging, a smaller focal spot will reduce the spread and thus im-

prove image quality[15]. The Moxtek Magpro source is visible on the 

right side of the setup in fig. 1. 
 

As a result of this source with its large focal spot being used, the use of a 

pinhole was considered, with the intention of reducing the focal spot 

with a much smaller, 10µm hole being placed in front of the focal spot of 

the source.  

The pinhole was placed on a rig constructed to be mobile in all three di-

mensions. 

The movement of the pinhole was controlled with the Thorlabs APT 

software[16]. 
 

After the pinhole had been centered at the source, the detector displayed 

that even at maximum output at the X-ray source, the remaining energy 

of the X-rays was so small that it would not have been useful for imag-

ing, and thus, the conclusion was made that for the Moxtek Magpro 

60kV X-ray source, a pinhole is not a useful way to reduce the focal spot 

of the source. 
 

 
Figure 5: the alignment setup. On the bottom: The rotation stage. In the middle: the linear 

translation stage. On top: the heavy duty lab jack. Sensor is the Timepix 2 detector. 

 

The sensor was placed on a Thorlabs 300mm Linear Translation 

stage[17], along with a Thorlabs L490 Heavy Duty lab jack[18], and 

could thus be centered so that the source and the detector could be 

aligned, and the setup is visible in figure 5. Initially, the sensor was 

placed as close to the source as possible, to find the center of the source. 

The digital settings on the motors was then saved, and the whole rig 

was moved backwards placing the detector 21cm from the source. Plac-

ing the Thorlabs NR360SP8 rotation stage[19] with its center of rotation 
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15cm away from the source, gives a magnification of 21/15 = 1.4 times. 

This magnification was, after the first imaging sequence, deemed too 

large, and the distances were increased to 31cm for the detector and 

25cm for the rotation stage, providing a new magnification of 31/25 = 

1.24 times. 
 

When the rig was mounted and aligned, the images were acquired using 

the Timepix 2 detector, which can be seen in figure 5. This detector is 

further detailed in the theory section. 

4.2 Construction of the reconstruction algorithm 

The primary algorithm to be constructed in this project is of a geometric 

ray-tracing nature. The algorithm is to use no transforms, perform ray-

tracing in discrete steps, and the result should be an algorithm capable 

of producing a clear output. Is this not the case, an argument should be 

held as to what is missing from the algorithm in order for it to produce a 

useful output, or a discussion of why it is not practically feasible to 

write this type of algorithm.  

The algorithm should be able to compensate for lack of contrast in sam-

ple images, to view its impact on image clarity. There should also be a 

way to set the step size of each discrete ray tracing step, to view its im-

pact on both image quality and execution time. The algorithm should 

also treat the imaging setup as a parallel-beam setup, and the impact of 

the magnification values should be discussed. 
 

In order for the algorithm to be practically useful, it should have an exe-

cution time of no longer than two hours, and it should produce reliable 

output on every execution. The algorithm should be adaptable to vari-

ous scanner setups and resolutions. 

4.3 Construction of the rotation correcting algorithm 

As stated previously, an algorithm to correct for the lateral movement 

present in virtually all sample image sets must be constructed. This al-

gorithm should analyze the image to find the edge of the mount for the 

object, as this is the part of the image which should not move at all. 

When the edge has been detected, the algorithm should analyze all im-

ages to find the function for the travel of the object. The frequency will, 

naturally, be one full lap of travel per 360 degrees. Thus, only the ampli-

tude and phase shift of the travel must be computed.  

The result difference between a sinusoidal function compensating for 

the movement and a function simply using the edge detected values 

should be generated. 
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4.4 The imaging process and the filter 

The imaging process and the filter are both handled separately by an-

other member of the project group. They are assumed to output satisfac-

tory images with minimal noise and high clarity. 
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5 Results 
This section will display the results of the chosen approach in the 

method and theory sections. Intermediate results leading to the final re-

sults will be displayed. 

5.1 The rotation correction algorithm 

During the process of creating the reconstruction algorithm, a rotation 

correction algorithm was developed. The algorithm uses the built-in 

edge detection function in Matlab. The different methods available in 

Matlab’s edge detection function were compared: 

Sobel method 

The Sobel method could not process the sample image in a way that it 

would output useful data. The entire sample was dark and no edges 

were detected. 

Prewitt method 

The Prewitt method also failed to produce useful edge detection in the 

sample images, generating only a completely dark image. 

Roberts method 

The Roberts method was unable to generate an image with detected im-

age edges, as this method also produced an entirely dark image. 

LoG method 

The Laplacian of Gaussian method was also unsuccessful in computing 

edge detection on the sample images, generating a dark output image. 

Zerocross method 

The Zerocross method was unable to generate any useful output as the 

edge detection failed to find any edges, giving a dark output. 

Canny method 

The Canny method was able to produce an output using one of the sam-

ple images of a snail’s shell. The edges were distinguished and the data 

was useful for continuing the construction of the algorithm. 

Approxcanny method 

The Approxcanny method also generated an output for the snail shell, 

however there was too much noise in the image for it to be useful on this 
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sample set. The same applied to the image of the bug, and no correction 

could be made with this method for the bug’s data set. 

5.2 Approach 1: correction with sine 

Correcting the image with a sine curve fitted to the movement of the 

snail shell reduced the movement in the image from 54 pixels down to 8 

pixels. There was slight jagging of the object when displaying the rota-

tion of the images, indicating that pixel-level errors still occurred as a re-

sult of the edge detection algorithm not always finding the edge at the 

same position on the mounting pad. 

5.3 Approach 2: correction with raw edge detection values 

Correcting the image using only the edge detection data reduced the 

movement of the snail shell from 54 pixels down to 0 pixels. The image 

was thus perfectly centered at the edge of the rotation, but some degree 

of jagging was present. This indicates that the image was more centered 

than before, but smaller errors still occurred. 

The run time of the correction algorithm was approximately 5 seconds. 

As can be seen in figure x, the image on the left has not been corrected 

for lateral movement and is uncentered in the image space, there is less 

accuracy in the edges, and slightly more blur present. The image on the 

right has been corrected for lateral movement using the constructed al-

gorithm and sits in the center of the image space. 

5.4 Results of the reconstruction algorithm 

The algorithm was able to provide images with details of the internal 

structure in the object. Many artifacts remained in the image, reducing 

clarity. The small details were visible and were not visibly distorted by 

rotation error. 

Ray tracing 
Imaging without use of the Radon transform, or any other transform, 

was possible. The algorithm uses only trigonometric functions to calcu-

late the position of each ray step in a voxel grid. It can vary its raytrace 

step length, to give the ray a better chance to get as close as it can to the 

center of the voxel which it is moving through. The algorithm can also 

have the contrast of the image adjusted to increase the difference be-

tween low and high points. 

The ray tracing also utilizes, along with the main ray traced back 

through the image, two side rays, to simulate a “width” in the ray. Their 

contribution can be altered to view the impact they have on the image 

quality. 
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Results of the reconstruction process 
The reconstruction algorithm was able to produce clear output, as is 

shown in figure 6. There are artifacts, but the general shapes are clear 

and defined.  
 

 
Figure 6: Reconstructed image of snail shell 

 

Figure 7 shows the impact of adjusting the ray tracing step size in the re-

construction process. There are only minor differences between the two 

images, but the reconstruction time is three times as long for the right 

image compared to that of the image on the left. 
 

 
Figure 7: The left image has one third of the ray tracing step size in the right one. 

 

The impact of contrast adjustment is apparent in figure 8. The unad-

justed image on the top left has no image clarity at all. The top right, 

with a factor 10 adjustment, shows only the most basic shapes within, 

but is covered in noise. The bottom left image with a factor 60 adjust-

ment shows much more detail, but noise is still prominent around the 

edges of the shapes. At factor 100, there is less noise but also less detail 
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in the smaller shapes of the image. The higher contrast enhancement 

also requires more processing time. The sweet spot between processing 

time and image clarity was found to be around the factor 60 mark. 
 

 
Figure 8: Comparing images of varying contrast. 

 

Figure 9 shows the impact of the additional side rays used in the recon-

struction process. The image on the left has lots of artifacts and have no 

side ray contribution. The image on the right shows significantly more 

detail and has a factor 0.5 contribution from the side rays. 
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Figure 9: Comparison of impact of using additional side rays. 

 

Altering the distance of the side rays also had an impact on the image 

quality. As is seen in figure 10, the image on the left has a distance of 0.5 

times the detector pixel width, and shows more detail than the middle 

image with only 0.25 times the distance. The image on the right shows 

0.75 times distance and has visibly more artifacts and less clearly de-

fined edges. 

 
Figure 10: Comparison between different sideray distances. 

Results of the reconstruction process 

Figure 11 shows the result of reconstructing the images provided by the 

CT scanner setup built by the research group. 
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Figure 11: The reconstructed image of a bug. 

It can be seen in figure 11 that there is less detail than in the recon-

structed  snail shell. 

As is seen in figure 12, improving the contrast in the bug sample images 

reduces detail, while slightly improving accuracy. 

 
Figure 12: Impact of contrast enhancement in the bug sample. 
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6 Discussion and Analysis 
The reconstruction algorithm was able to perform accurate reconstruc-

tion of an object without incorporating the use of the Radon transform. 

This could be seen as a success in displaying that backprojection can be 

done on a larger scale without using transforms. Using this algorithm 

for reconstruction of the images acquired with the scanner setup con-

structed in unison with this project is not necessary as reconstruction 

techniques using the FDK algorithm is most likely more efficient. The 

purpose of this algorithm however is to greatly simplify the idea of CT 

reconstruction to allow for a wider understanding of the concept among 

those less comfortable with the Radon and Fourier transforms.  
 

The results are undoubtedly of useful proportions, as the algorithm is 

able to output clear images with a relatively low level of present noise. 

The run time of the algorithm is quite high, but can be significantly low-

ered by altering certain settings without sacrificing enough image qual-

ity to render the output obsolete.  
 

During the construction process of the reconstruction algorithm, the 

need for an algorithm to correct for lateral movements in the sample set 

arose. Thus, an algorithm to compensate for this lateral movement was 

constructed, which was able to greatly improve the alignment of an ob-

ject with high lateral movement. 
 

Several of the methods of operation in the Matlab edge detection func-

tion, used in the rotation correction algorithm, were unable to detect any 

edges within the snail data set, and none of them were able to produce a 

clear edge detection in the bug data set. This was likely due to the rela-

tive lack of contrast within the images and could probably be solved by 

simply increasing the contrast. 
 

The impact on image quality of the adjustment of lateral movement was 

not vast, but the uncentered and centered images had slight shape dif-

ferences, where the centered image looked more round and had slightly 

more defined edges. Thus, it can be deemed that the correction algo-

rithm is not of significant impact regarding detail, but is useful to re-

trieve a correct shape in the reconstructed data. 
 

The impact of contrast enhancement in the sample data is apparent, 

where no contrast enhancement yields an output completely covered in 

noise, and an image with high contrast contributes to an output with 

clear shapes. This is due to how the algorithm works, where it simply 
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adds all ray sums at all intersecting points; If the contrast is low, there 

will be little difference between the noise points and the true data 

points. When the contrast is high, the noise points and the data points 

become vastly distinguished. 

The impact of the side rays in the image was clear, and as expected, a 

distance of 0.5 times the detector pixel width was the optimum distance, 

as this simulates the entire width of one pixel. The impact of the contri-

bution factor of the side rays was also apparent, where the sweet spot 

appeared to be around 0.5 times the contribution of the central ray. 

 

When the algorithm was tested with the images provided by the CT 

scanner setup, things were very different. Firstly, no contrast enhance-

ment was needed as the images already had a sufficient level of contrast. 

Secondly, the images had too little detail for the algorithm to be able to 

perform a clear reconstruction, and thus the output was slightly blurred. 

This is likely fixed with a useful filtering of the data set, but no time was 

found to see this through. 

 

There are no 3D results in this report as the available MatLAB algo-

rithms were proving difficult to use with a regular 3D matrix such as the 

one provided from the algorithm. Displaying individual slices however 

proves the concept and shows that the adaptive raytracing algorithm 

developed in this project works to a satisfactory extent. 
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7 Conclusion 
It can be concluded from this research project that an algorithm capable 

of accurate CT reconstruction in the manner of backprojection, without 

the use of the Radon transform, is indeed possible. The results show a 

clear level of detail is achievable within a reasonable run time. 

 

The CT scanner setup was however unable to provide images of enough 

clarity and thus the reconstruction did not reveal a great deal of detail. 
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Appendix A 
Adaptive Backprojection algorithm 

%%Parameters -------------------------- 

  
sample_angle = 180; %Sample angle in degrees 
ang_step = 1; %Sample angular step in degrees 
threshold = 0.2; %Sample threshold level. Has to be set manu-

ally. 

  
ice = 5; %Image Contrast Enhancement. Variable to increase the 

contrast in the image, enabling better reconstruction to take 

place. 
scf = 0.5; % Side Contribution Factor. Variable to change the 

contribution of the side rays. 
sr_d = 0.5; %Side ray distance. Decides the distance from the 

main ray of the side rays. Not recommended to be set above 0.5. 

  
vg_x = 256; %Voxel grid width(x value) 
vg_y = 256; %Voxel grid depth(y value) 
vg_z = 256; %Voxel grid height(z value) 

  
DSO = 370; %Distance of source to object in mm 
DSD = 400; %Distance of source to detector in mm 

  
dp_x = 256; %Detector pixel width 
dp_y = 256; %Detector pixel height 
p_size = 0.055; %Detector pixel size in mm 

  
vg_xy = (dp_x*p_size);%/(DSD/DSO);%(DSD-DSO)/sqrt(2); %Voxel 

grid maximum width and depth in mm 
v_x = vg_xy/vg_x; %Single voxel width in mm 
v_y = vg_xy/vg_y; %Single voxel depth in mm 
v_maxdist = sqrt(2*((v_x/2)^2)); %Maximum possible distance 

within a voxel 

  
voxel_matrix = zeros(vg_x, vg_y, vg_z); %Initialize empty voxel 

matrix 
num_entries = zeros(vg_x, vg_y, vg_z); %Initialize empty counter 

matrix 

  
test = zeros(vg_x, vg_z); 
test_entries = zeros(vg_x, vg_z); 

  
maxmin_x = (vg_x/2)*v_x; 
maxmin_y = (vg_y/2)*v_y; 
maxmin_z = (vg_x/2)*v_x; 
x_last = 0; 
y_last = 0; 
z_last = 0; 

  
%Determine raytracing minimum step size 
if v_x<v_y 
    rt_ms = v_x/3; 
else 
    rt_ms = v_y/3; 
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end 

  
max_dist = (DSD-DSO)+sqrt(2*(vg_xy^2))/2; %Maximum distance from 

the detector the raytracing should be done 
rt_steps = round(max_dist/rt_ms); %Determine amount of steps for 

raytracing. 
for y_step = 84:1:84%dp_y-1 
    %y_step 
    for r_ang = 1:ang_step:sample_angle 
        r_ang_rad = (r_ang-1)*pi/180; 
        r_ang 
        start_x_pos = (DSD-

DSO)*cos(r_ang_rad)+(vg_x/2)*p_size*sin(r_ang_rad); 
        start_z_pos = (DSD-DSO)*sin(r_ang_rad)-

(vg_x/2)*p_size*cos(r_ang_rad); 

  
        stepsize_x = -rt_ms * cos(r_ang_rad); 
        stepsize_z = -rt_ms * sin(r_ang_rad); 

  
        ray_sidestep_x = (v_x*sr_d)*sin(r_ang_rad); 
        ray_sidestep_z = (v_x*sr_d)*cos(r_ang_rad); 
        for x_step = 0:1:dp_x-1 
%             x_pos = (x_step-dp_x/2)*p_size; 

  
            start_x = -(x_step-

0.5)*p_size*sin(r_ang_rad)+start_x_pos; 
            start_z = 

(x_step+0.5)*p_size*cos(r_ang_rad)+start_z_pos; 

             

             

             
            if 1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, r_ang) > thresh-

old && isfinite(fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, r_ang)) 
                prev_cont_factor = 0; %Contribution of previous 

entry 
                pcf_l = 0; 
                pcf_r = 0; 
                for z_step = 0:1:rt_steps 
%                     z_pos = (z_step*rt_ms-(DSD-DSO)); 
%                      
%                     xz_ = sqrt(x_pos^2+z_pos^2); 
%                     phi = -acos(x_pos/xz_); 

                                         
                    corr_x_pos = start_x + z_step * step-

size_x;%xz_ * cos(phi + r_ang_rad); 
                    corr_z_pos = start_z + z_step * step-

size_z;%xz_ * sin(phi + r_ang_rad); 

                     

                     
                    if (corr_x_pos >= (-maxmin_x) && corr_x_pos 

<= (maxmin_x+v_x)) && (corr_z_pos >= (-maxmin_z) && corr_z_pos 

<= (maxmin_z+v_x)) 
                        voxel_x = round(corr_x_pos/v_x+(vg_x/2-

0.5)); 
                        voxel_y = round(y_step)+1; 
                        voxel_z = round(corr_z_pos/v_x+(vg_x/2-

0.5)); 
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                        %Calculate contribution factor 
                        cont_factor=1-sqrt((((voxel_x+0.5)-

(vg_x/2))*v_x-corr_x_pos)^2+(((voxel_z+0.5)-(vg_z/2))*v_x-

corr_z_pos)^2)/v_maxdist; 

  
                        if voxel_z < 257 && voxel_x < 257 && 

voxel_y <257 && voxel_x > 0 && voxel_y > 0 && voxel_z > 0 
                            if (voxel_x == x_last) && (voxel_y 

== y_last) && (voxel_z == z_last) 
                                if cont_factor > prev_cont_fac-

tor 
                                    test(voxel_x, voxel_z) = 

test(voxel_x, voxel_z)+(((1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, 

r_ang))^ice)*(cont_factor-prev_cont_factor)); 
                                    %test_entries(voxel_x, 

voxel_z) = test_entries(voxel_x, voxel_z)+1; 
%                                     voxel_matrix(voxel_x, 

voxel_y, voxel_z) = voxel_matrix(voxel_x, voxel_y, voxel_z)+((1-

fixed_img(x_step+1, y_step+1, r_ang))*(cont_factor-

prev_cont_factor)); 
%                                     num_entries(voxel_x, 

voxel_y, voxel_z) = num_entries(voxel_x, voxel_y, voxel_z)+1; 
                                    prev_cont_factor = cont_fac-

tor; 
                                end 
                            else 
                                test(voxel_x, voxel_z) = 

test(voxel_x, voxel_z)+((1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, 

r_ang))^ice)*cont_factor; 
                                test_entries(voxel_x, voxel_z) = 

test_entries(voxel_x, voxel_z)+1; 
%                                 voxel_matrix(voxel_x, voxel_y, 

voxel_z) = voxel_matrix(voxel_x, voxel_y, voxel_z)+(1-

fixed_img(x_step+1, y_step+1, r_ang))*cont_factor; 
%                                 num_entries(voxel_x, voxel_y, 

voxel_z) = num_entries(voxel_x, voxel_y, voxel_z)+1; 
                                x_last = voxel_x; 
                                y_last = voxel_y; 
                                z_last = voxel_z; 
                                prev_cont_factor = cont_factor; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 

                     
                    left_rayp_x = corr_x_pos - ray_sidestep_x; 
                    left_rayp_z = corr_z_pos + ray_sidestep_z; 

                     
                    if (left_rayp_x >= (-maxmin_x) && 

left_rayp_x <= (maxmin_x+v_x)) && (left_rayp_z >= (-maxmin_z) && 

left_rayp_z <= (maxmin_z+v_x)) 
                        sv_x = round(left_rayp_x/v_x+(vg_x/2-

0.5)); 
                        sv_y = round(y_step)+1; 
                        sv_z = round(left_rayp_z/v_x+(vg_x/2-

0.5)); 

                         
                        %Calculate contribution factor 
                        cf_l=1-sqrt((((sv_x+0.5)-(vg_x/2))*v_x-

left_rayp_x)^2+(((sv_z+0.5)-(vg_z/2))*v_x-

left_rayp_z)^2)/v_maxdist; 
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                        if sv_z < 257 && sv_x < 257 && sv_y <257 

&& sv_x > 0 && sv_y > 0 && sv_z > 0 
                            if (sv_x == x_last) && (sv_y == 

y_last) && (sv_z == z_last) 
                                if cf_l > pcf_l 
                                    test(sv_x, sv_z) = 

test(sv_x, sv_z)+(((1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, 

r_ang))^ice)*(cf_l-pcf_l)*scf); 
                                    %test_entries(sv_x, sv_z) = 

test_entries(sv_x, sv_z)+1; 
%                                     voxel_matrix(sv_x, sv_y, 

sv_z) = voxel_matrix(sv_x, sv_y, sv_z)+((1-fixed_img(x_step+1, 

y_step+1, r_ang))*(cf_l-pcf_l)); 
%                                     num_entries(sv_x, sv_y, 

sv_z) = num_entries(sv_x, sv_y, sv_z)+1; 
                                    pcf_l = cf_l; 
                                end 
                            else 
                                test(sv_x, sv_z) = test(sv_x, 

sv_z)+((1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, r_ang))^ice)*cf_l*scf; 
                                test_entries(sv_x, sv_z) = 

test_entries(sv_x, sv_z)+1; 
%                                 voxel_matrix(sv_x, sv_y, sv_z) 

= voxel_matrix(sv_x, sv_y, sv_z)+(1-fixed_img(x_step+1, 

y_step+1, r_ang))*cf_l*0.5; 
%                                 num_entries(sv_x, sv_y, sv_z) 

= num_entries(sv_x, sv_y, sv_z)+1; 
                                x_last = sv_x; 
                                y_last = sv_y; 
                                z_last = sv_z; 
                                pcf_l = cf_l; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 

                     
                    right_rayp_x = corr_x_pos + ray_sidestep_x; 
                    right_rayp_z = corr_z_pos - ray_sidestep_z; 

                     
                    if (right_rayp_x >= (-maxmin_x) && 

right_rayp_x <= (maxmin_x+v_x)) && (right_rayp_z >= (-maxmin_z) 

&& right_rayp_z <= (maxmin_z+v_x)) 
                        tv_x = round(right_rayp_x/v_x+(vg_x/2-

0.5)); 
                        tv_y = round(y_step)+1; 
                        tv_z = round(right_rayp_z/v_x+(vg_x/2-

0.5)); 

                         
                        %Calculate contribution factor 
                        cf_r=1-sqrt((((tv_x+0.5)-(vg_x/2))*v_x-

right_rayp_x)^2+(((tv_z+0.5)-(vg_z/2))*v_x-

right_rayp_z)^2)/v_maxdist; 

  
                        if tv_z < 257 && tv_x < 257 && tv_y <257 

&& tv_x > 0 && tv_y > 0 && tv_z > 0 
                            if (tv_x == x_last) && (tv_y == 

y_last) && (tv_z == z_last) 
                                if cf_r > pcf_r 
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                                    test(tv_x, tv_z) = 

test(tv_x, tv_z)+(((1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, 

r_ang))^ice)*(cf_r-pcf_r)*scf); 
                                    %test_entries(tv_x, tv_z) = 

test_entries(tv_x, tv_z)+1; 
%                                     voxel_matrix(tv_x, tv_y, 

tv_z) = voxel_matrix(tv_x, tv_y, tv_z)+((1-fixed_img(x_step+1, 

y_step+1, r_ang))*(cf_r-pcf_r)*0.5); 
%                                     num_entries(tv_x, tv_y, 

tv_z) = num_entries(tv_x, tv_y, tv_z)+1; 
                                    pcf_r = cf_r; 
                                end 
                            else 
                                test(tv_x, tv_z) = test(tv_x, 

tv_z)+((1-fixed_img(y_step+1, x_step+1, r_ang))^ice)*cf_r*scf; 
                                test_entries(tv_x, tv_z) = 

test_entries(tv_x, tv_z)+1; 
%                                 voxel_matrix(tv_x, tv_y, tv_z) 

= voxel_matrix(tv_x, tv_y, tv_z)+(1-fixed_img(x_step+1, 

y_step+1, r_ang))*cf_r*0.5; 
%                                 num_entries(tv_x, tv_y, tv_z) 

= num_entries(tv_x, tv_y, tv_z)+1; 
                                x_last = tv_x; 
                                y_last = tv_y; 
                                z_last = tv_z; 
                                pcf_r = cf_r; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
        %voxel_matrix(:,:,y_step)=(test./test_entries).*test; 
end 
tmp=test.*(test.*test_entries); 
imshow(tmp,[]); 
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Appendix B 
Rotation correction algorithm 

numImages = 360; 
edge_pos_v = zeros(1,numImages); 
for l_proj=1:numImages 
    BW = edge(img(:,:,l_proj),'Canny'); 
    for l_edge=1:256 
        if BW(2,l_edge) 
            edge_pos_v(l_proj) = l_edge; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
maxedge = max(edge_pos_v); 
minedge = min(edge_pos_v); 

  
center=round((maxedge-minedge)/2 + minedge); 
%t=[1:1:numImages]; 
%shift=numImages-floor(abs(asin(edge_pos_v(1))*(nu-

mImages/(2*pi))))-1; 
fixed_img=zeros(256, 256, numImages); 

  
for move=1:numImages 
   %fixed_img(:,:,move)=circshift(img(:,:,move),round(-

sin((move+shift)/(numImages/(2*pi)))*((maxedge-minedge)/2)),2); 
   fixed_img(:,:,move)=circshift(img(:,:,move),(center-

edge_pos_v(move)),2); 
end 

 


